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Slow food, fast cars
Modena, Italy, is home to some of the world’s most familiar names.

M

By Larissa and Michael Milne
FOR THE INQUIRER

Some highlights of Modena:
The lobby of the Enzo Ferrari
Museum, above. Below left, a
tasting of Parma ham at
Salumificio Conti. Below
right, casks of balsamic
vinegar aging at Acetaia
Giuseppe.
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ODENA, Italy — As we ascended the winding
stairs into the garret of Acetaia Giuseppe Giusti, a familiar musky grape aroma wafted over
us, one that had we had previously associated
with ancient wine cellars carved out of chalky
loam. However, it was not wine we were going to taste,
but another product of grapes, authentic Balsamico di
Modena, the globally renowned vinegar that, in some

cases, is so precious it is served via eyedropper.
Modena is a city of contrasts. Two prominent buildings
pierce the azure Italian sky; the 12th-century white-marble-clad cathedral and the racy, yellow curved roof of the
Enzo Ferrari museum. New and old, fast and slow go
hand in hand here. Modena may be the birthplace of
Ferrari, the worldwide symbol of fast automobiles, but it
is also the heart — or perhaps stomach — of Emilia-Romagna. Regional names such as Parma, Modena, Bologna,
See MODENA on N4
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Tiny N.C. cottages are a step up from ‘glamping’
By Andrea Sachs

A

WASHINGTON POST

SHEVILLE, N.C. — Three reactions from one family to their
364-square-foot vacation cottage.
Mother: “This is kind of a fun adventure.”
Daughter: “We can make this work.”
Father: “Maybe we should stay at our
friends’ house.”
And one unifying consensus: The 15
minis at the Pines Cottages are cheek-

Enchanted by
rescued sloths
in Costa Rica.

pinching-cute, even if they push the concept of “close family” to its literal edge.
The self-catering cabins are scattered
like Monopoly pieces on nearly five acres
shaded by hickory, walnut, oak, cedar,
and — truth in advertising — pine trees.
The structures measure 360 to 960
square feet and come in three flavors:
studio, two-bedroom, and log cabin. Most
sleep two. Unfortunately, the math escaped me when I booked my family in
See COTTAGE on N5

The Pines opened in 1929 to accommodate farmers driving from Tennessee to Asheville
to sell their wares at market. ANDREA SACHS / Washington Post

YOUR ALL-INCLUSIVE APPLE VACATION INCLUDES ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE FROM PHILADELPHIA, RESORT ACCOMMODATIONS, ALL MEALS, ALL DRINKS, TRANSFERS AND MORE!

A week in Mexico or The Caribbean costs less than a week at the shore!
Plus, No Cooking, No Cleaning, No Laundry, JUST FUN!
RIVIERA MAYA

Grand Bahia
Principe Coba

5

ALL-INCLUSIVE.
Offers outstanding service and
fun-filled activities. Exchange
privileges with the Grand Bahia
Tulum (transportation included).
Kids 12 yrs and under
Stay, Play and Eat FREE!
Kids Fly from $499*.
$
*

899

.

Visit us at applevacations.com or Call Your Travel Agent!
H Pennsylvania Travel 800-778-7014
Boscov's Travel 800-755-8020

Ventresca Travel 215-674-3662
H Colony Travel 800-365-8543

7 Nts
TUE, Jun 28-Jul 12, 26, Aug 9;
THU, Jul 14, 28-Aug 11

PUNTA CANA

Grand Bahia Principe
Punta Cana

5

ALL-INCLUSIVE.
Caribbean-style resort with
seven restaurants and two pools.
Exchange privileges with the
Grand Bahia Principe Bavaro.
Kids 12 yrs and under
Stay, Play and Eat FREE!
Kids Fly from $409*.
$
*

1059
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MON/WED,
Jul 4-18, 25-27, Aug 3

PUNTA CANA

Now Garden Punta Cana

5 Unlimited-Luxury®.

Non-stop transfers included-an
Apple Exclusive. $200 Resort
Coupons, per room, per stay.
Exchange privileges with the
Now Larimar Punta Cana.
One Child 12 yrs and under
Stays, Plays and Eats FREE!
Child Flies from $409*.
$
*

1159
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MON/WED,
Jul 4-18, 25-27, Aug 3

RIVIERA MAYA

Dreams Riviera Cancun
Resort & Spa

6 Unlimited-Luxury®.

Non-stop transfers included-an
Apple Exclusive. $200 Resort
Coupons, per room, per stay.
Ask about Sip, Savor & See
Dining Experience. Kids 12 yrs
and under Stay, Play and Eat
FREE! Kids Fly from $499*.
$
*

1449

7 Nts
THU, Jun 2-30

H Open Sundays. *Prices per person based on double occupancy (unless otherwise stated) including round-trip airfare from Philadelphia to Cancun and Punta Cana via
Frontier Airlines, or other U.S. certified air carriers, round-trip airport/hotel transfers, hotel taxes and baggage handling, fuel surcharges, all pre-collected U.S. and foreign
taxes and fees including September 11th Security Fee, $10 late booking fee if applicable (for bookings within 14 days of departure) and the services of an Apple Representative.
In some instances, pricing may specifically apply to one of multiple flights on select departure days. Restrictions/blackout dates may apply. All packages are based on the lowest
hotel/air classes available at time of publication, capacity controlled and subject to availability and change without notice. Promotional pricing may only be available for a
limited time. Some all-inclusive/Unlimited-Luxury/Unlimited-Fun resorts do not include watersports. Baggage fees apply for carry-on, 1st and 2nd checked bag based on
carrier flown. Please see a full description of baggage fees on www.applevacations.com. $10 Dominican Republic Tourist Card fee payable at resort airport upon arrival-cash
only, U.S. dollars. Apple Vacations is not responsible for errors or omissions. Cancellation policies apply. See the Apple Vacations Fair Trade Contract ©2016. CST2036061-40.
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Where even Italians go for good food

MODENA from N1
and Reggio sound as
though they were lifted off
a trattoria menu.
The food is so good even
Italians flock to the area
— only three hours north
of Rome via train — and
that’s saying something.
Modena was the hometown of operatic star Luciano Pavarotti — a big
man with an even bigger
talent — and the local flavors likely contributed to
both.
For a “cheesy” start, visit a Parmigiano-Reggiano
maker on the outskirts of
town. Quattro Madonne
may be a factory in name,
but the product hardly
falls into the category of
“mass-produced.” Its’ reminiscent of a spotless laboratory crossed with a Michelin-starred kitchen, as silent workers in crisp lab
coats preside over giant
copper cauldrons amid
gleaming white tiles.
Despite its complex flavor, there are only four ingredients in ParmigianoReggiano: whole milk,
skim milk, rennet, and
salt. Visitors watch as the
freshest local milk and rennet are heated in the cauldrons; the resulting curds
are then strained out and
placed in molds that give
the rind its characteristic
imprint of authentic Parmagiano-Reggiano cheese.
The fledgling wheels are
brined in a salt solution
for several weeks before
moving to the aging room,
where they are stacked on
shelves 20 feet high to mellow for one to six years.
The tour concludes with
a tasting of four Parmigianas of differing ages that
bear no resemblance to
the tasteless American
powder shaken out of a
canister. Our guide
Francesca explains how
the cheese becomes firmer, darker, and more flavorful with aging. Younger
cheeses are grated on pasta; the “elder statesmen”
are broken into chunks
with a fork and served either as an appetizer or
with fruit for dessert, ideally drizzled with aged balsamic vinegar.
Just up the road from
Modena, in the rolling
hills west of Parma, microclimates create the perfect
setting for producing naturally aged Prosciutto di
Parma ham. In the modern era, when cured meats
containing chemical preservatives are to be avoided, Parma ham rises
above the fray. It has been
produced and cured in
these hills for two millennia using a natural method with only two ingredients: Italian-bred pigs and
sea salt.
The family behind Salumuficio Conti has been
farming in Langhirano
since 1814 and began commercial ham production in
1968. Today, Mariangela
Conti and her three daughters run the show. Michela
Conti led us past hams
that were hand-salted, set
out for three weeks, then
hung on wooden frames to
age for a year. On sunny
days, the women crank
open the windows so the
fresh mountain air from
the Appenines assists with
the aging process. Only
those hams that meet the
strictest quality requirements earn the “fire
crown” brand labeling
them authentic Prosciutto
di Parma. At the end of
the tour, a tasting of thin
velvety slices of the gustatory treat will make you
rethink ordinary BLTs and
ham sandwiches.
Italians might make
their foods slowly, but
their cars are fast. Modena is the birthplace of
Enzo Ferrari, whose
bright-red, road-hugging
vehicles seem synonymous with the words race
car. At the Museo Enzo
Ferrari in Modena, visitors walk in the famed carmaker’s footsteps at his
workshop and boyhood
home. In true “live-fast”
style, Ferrari inherited the
house at age 20 but sold it
soon afterward to buy a
sports car.
The former workshop is
dedicated to Ferrari’s racing legend, and it houses
the first road car Ferrari
ever built, a 1947 125 S,
along with more than 30
high-performance
engines. Adjacent to the

Gleaming examples of Enzo Ferrari’s automotive masterpieces are on display on the floor of his original workshop.
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IF YOU GO
The shuttle service
Discover Ferrari &
Pavarotti Land offers
to whisk visitors to
more than a dozen
sights related to food,
wine, history, and
cars, with a stop
thrown in at
Pavarotti’s home.
More information at
www.FerrariPavarottiL
and.it.
y Salumificio Conti
prosciutto
www.ContiProsciutti.it
y Giuseppe Giusti
balsamic vinegar
www.Giusti.it
y Luciano Pavarotti
House Museum
www.LucianoPavarotti
Fooundation.com
y Enzo Ferrari
Museum
www.MuseoModena.
Ferrari.com
y Quattro Maddone
dell’Emilia Dairy
www.Caseificio4Madon
ne.it

The 12th-century Cathedral of Modena with its leaning tower.

The Luciano Pavarotti House Museum is where the tenor lived in his final years.
workshop, a newer building’s striking yellow roof
curves skyward, mimicking the hood of a 1950s racing Ferrari. Inside, more
than 20 Ferraris are displayed under glittery
lights as though they were
jewels in a crown, although these Italian creations are more expensive
than most diamonds. A

soaring Pavarotti sound
track creates a sense of autos as art and gets you in
the mood for the next stop
of the day.
Even for nonopera
buffs, visiting the Luciano
Pavarotti House Museum
is a fascinating experience
— sort of like Graceland
with an Italian twist. The
house where he lived for

the final years of his life is
on a bucolic one-lane road
outside his childhood
hometown of Modena.
The shelves of Pavarotti’s walk-in bedroom closet
are stacked with the signature handkerchiefs he
clutched during performances, first used in his
early years to overcome
nervousness about singing

in front of crowds. Although he typically performed in white tie and
tails, offstage, the tenor
loved color. On display are
many of the vivid paintings he completed as a
hobby, along with the festive Hawaiian shirts he favored at leisure. The gourmet kitchen attests to his
love of food, and the two
commercial-grade dishwashers attest to his love
of entertaining.
Meanwhile, back in the
attic at Giuseppe Giusti,
we were about to taste the
value of patience. Most
Americans think of balsamic vinegar as a dark, tart
addition to salad dressings,
but that’s only part of the
story. The concept of slow
food is taken to new
heights when it comes to
Balsamico di Modena,
which is more of a culinary
focus than a condiment.
Crafted from crushed
Lambrusco and Trebbiano
grapes, the “aceto” is
cooked, fermented, then

aged for 12 to 25 years in
wooden barrels. Unlike
with wine, the casks are
left open to the air to allow
for evaporation and are
stored in attics rather
than cellars so seasonal
temperature changes contribute to the aging process. Each year, these increasingly concentrated
vinegars are decanted to
smaller and smaller casks
of various woods that impart distinct flavors, giving the final aged product
a deep, rich taste.
Acetaia Giusti, founded
in 1598, is the oldest producer of balsamic vinegar
in Modena, hence the
world. After 17 generations, it is still in the same
family. A tour takes visitors through a small museum and the attic where
the balsamico ages. A
heady, sweet-tart aroma
lingers under the eaves
where casks rest, topped
with small linen doilies
that serve the dual purpose of allowing evaporation while keeping out
sweet-seeking flies.
A tasting of various balsamicos follows the tour,
the highlight being the extravecchio (aged 25
years). A tiny spoonful of
the viscous, espresso-colored liquid demonstrates
what all the fuss is about:
a swarm of sweet and
tangy flavors explodes on
the tongue in just one
drop. At $120 for a 100 ml
bottle, it’s an indulgence
reserved for special occasions in Modenese homes.
We opted for a $12 blend
that was tasty enough for
our novice palates. Coupled with a chunk of Parmigiana-Reggiano and a
few slices of Parma ham,
it made for a delicious picnic back at our apartment:
a quick meal that was actually years in the making.
Perhaps not as fast as a
Ferrari, but we have no
doubt Maestro Pavarotti
would have approved.
Philadelphia natives Larissa
and Michael Milne have been
full-time global nomads since
2011. They post reports at
www.ChangesInLongitude.com.

